Numeracy across the Curriculum at Abbeyfield School

Termly numeracy Focus:
 Posters are displayed in all classrooms
 Information on termly focus is sent home to parents via the newsletter
 Ponder the problem, on the termly focus, in toilets supports key skills for staff and students
Impact – staff and students are more aware of the key skills for numeracy. Students have been
heard saying ‘Can you get the Brain Trainer? I got it!’ Raised the profile of basic numeracy skills
with students.

Termly focuses for Numeracy

Ponder the Problem Posters

CPD for staff on Numeracy:
 Whole staff training provided to staff by Maths staff.
 Ponder the Problem in the staff toilets– supports the termly focus
 Numeracy across the curriculum posters up in department corridors and/or relevant subject
specific rooms. These give staff and students clear examples of how and where numeracy is
relevant to that subject.
 TD Day a reminder of numeracy focuses
 Staff asked to encourage students to calculate their own percentage in an assessment as part
of the assessment feedback.
Impact - The profile of numeracy has been raised across the school and it is no longer seen as
the domain of the Maths department. All staff can speak more confidently with each other
and students about necessary numeracy skills.
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Numeracy Support for those who need it:
 Tutor time intervention and 1 to 1 support for students.
 Numeracy champions form each tutor group – work with peers or lead feedback of solutions
in tutor time.
 A dedicated slot for Numeracy in the tutor programme. Tutors deliver; Tutor time ‘Problem of
the Week’ as well as Countdown. One term a computer room is booked so they can work on
mymaths and develop their numeracy skills.
Impact – Students are encouraged to see numeracy as an important part of life

EBI’s moving forward this year:
A clear school policy for Numeracy and the school’s approach to Numeracy needs to be
approved by the Governors. This is in draft form and hopefully will go to governors this year.
Raise the profile of Numeracy further by having numeracy focused challenges for students
and competitions that run whole school.
Provide staff with a written numeracy guide to support them in basic numeracy calculations
and ways of working.
To make sure mymaths is used during tutor time by students to enable them to practice their
numeracy skills.
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